Strategic Plan
2020–2025

LEAD proudly acknowledges
the traditional custodians of the land,
waterways, and seas. We pay respect to
the Elders past, present and future
of all Aboriginal nations.

Artwork by Chris Tobin, commissioned by LEAD to create
an original piece of art that reflects who we are and what
we do. Titled “Many Countries, One Water”, the artwork
represents the diversity and the connectedness
across the communities in which we work.
REPRODUCED WITH PERMISSION AND GRATITUDE.
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A MESSAGE FROM THE

PRESIDENT

F

R O M I T S I N C E P T I O N some 35
years ago LEAD (FWTD+P) has strived
to stay ahead of a constantly changing
non-government Learning and Professional
development environment. Always seeking the
‘cutting edge’ to ensure that those who work with
children, young people, families and communities
have the optimal resources available to them, has
meant that reflection on our own practice and
research into the best of national and international
practice has been critical to our business planning.

Over these many years, each successive board
has carried both the responsibility and excitement
of achieving this best practice approach in equal
measure. With talented and industry savvy CEO’s
and staff, LEAD has been able to stay close to
both the needs of the sector’s amazing ‘on the
ground’ work force and the best that research and
new learning can bring to the table.
The pivoting required to support the sector
once faced with a pandemic afforded LEAD the
opportunity to rapidly move into an engaging
online world of learning and professional
development. This ‘opportunity’ among the
tragedy of the pandemic has enabled LEAD to
look with fresh eyes at how this might transform
both the scope and delivery of future professional
development and learning.

While we champion the importance of face-toface connection we know there is opportunity
for those in isolated areas to connect in other
ways with both each other and learning that will
support their work.
The board was delighted to engage in a robust
and dynamic strategic planning process to plan
ahead for the 2020-2025 years. The strategic
directions, while relatively concrete, allow for the
flexibility we have embraced over the past 35
years to meet the challenges of the future.
I commend this Strategic plan to you on behalf of
the board of LEAD PDA Inc.

— KERRY THOMAS
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OUR VISION

OUR MISSION

OUR VALUES

“Cultivating strong,
sustainable and inclusive
communities.”

To provide innovative
professional development,
learning and capacity
building for people and
organisations who work with
children, youth, families and
communities in NSW.

Lead through the pursuit
of growth and learning.
Lead through being innovative
and flexible.
Lead through our passion to
make a positive difference.
Lead through a strength-based
approach.
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A MESSAGE FROM THE

CEO

L

E A D I S I M M E N S E LY P R O U D
OF ITS 35+ YEAR HISTORY
of bringing cutting-edge, affordable
and accessible Professional Development
opportunities to workers, managers and
organisations across DCJ’s Western Sydney
Nepean Blue Mountains (WSNBM) district. More
recently we focused on structural changes, such
as our re-branding (from Family Worker Training
& Development Program Incorporation) and
relocation to a purposely fitted out modern office,
complete with state-of-the-art training facility. We
are now ready to embrace the opportunities and
challenges that 2020-2925 will bring.

The 2020-2025 Strategic Plan aims to build on our
achievements and continue our transformational
trajectory. It involved diving deep into ‘who
we are, what we do and where we want to go’,
whilst taking with us our history, our reputation
and our expertise. Our commitment to high
quality, evidence-based workshops facilitated by
subject matter experts remains as strong as ever.
Our demand-driven scheduling of our events is
balanced by being innovative and at the cuttingedge of new and emerging service delivery
frameworks.
The introduction of the DCJ’s Targeted Earlier
Intervention has confirmed some of the underlying
principles of the topics we explore: the need
for a strength-based, trauma-informed and
outcome focused approach. In addition, we see
the emerging need for organisational capacity
building in our sector, including Corporate
Governance, Program Logic, DEX training,
Leadership Coaching and Mentoring Workforce
Development.

Whilst we project ourselves to become the “onestop-shop for everything TEI”, we recognised and
value the pursuit of alternate revenue generating
activities. Underpinning our planned expansion
to areas outside of WSNBM is the increase in the
development and take-up of our digital offerings.
Live zoom session, webinars and eLearning
courses will enable us to meet the demands of our
sector throughout NSW, delivering them the same
quality professional development that previously
was only available locally.
As ever, our critical success factor is our people,
and I am proud to work with such an amazing
group of talented and committed staff, who are
supported and guided by an equally talented
Board of Directors. I am excited about the priority
areas and direction that LEAD will be taking 20202025 and look forward to the realisation of our
Strategic Plan.

— KERRY PALEJS
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P r i n c i p l e s t h at g u i d e u s

Acknowledgement
& Respect

We acknowledge the
traditional owners and
custodians of the land,
water and seas, and we
express this through
our commitment to
our Reconciliation
Action Plan.

Our people are our
most important assets,
and we strive to
provide culturally safe,
professional, flexible
and a rewarding
working environment.

Employer of
Choice

Commitment to
Excellence

We are invested in
our robust continuous
improvement
processes and the
pursuit of quality in all
that we do.

Adherence to our
corporate, funding
and stakeholders’
expectations drives our
administrative policies,
procedures and
processes.

Professionalism
& Integrity

We aspire to act with
the highest level of
professionalism in all
of our undertakings.

Exemplary
Governance
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Environment / Context

W

E A R E C U R R E N T LY C O N T R A C T E D B Y D E P A R T M E N T
O F C O M M U N I T I E S A N D J U S T I C E ( D C J ) to provide Professional
Development Opportunities, Sector Planning, Coordination and Resource
Development to TEI funded services in Western Sydney Nepean Blue Mountains. Previously
our face-to-face mode of delivery restricted us from moving into areas outside of our district,
however, the roll-out and increasing uptake of our online offerings (via live zoom workshops and
on-demand eLearning) has widened the potential scope for us to expand into other parts of NSW.

STAKEHOLDERS
DCJ TEI funded Family Support Workers
(and those in similar and/or specialised roles)
in WSNBM
DCJ TEI funded Service Providers in WSNBM
DCJ TEI Service Providers and staff
in other areas of NSW
DCJ
First Nations local communities
Local NGOs, Councils, Industry Peaks
and other funded organisations
Facilitators and trainers
LEAD Team
LEAD Board
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LEAD GOVERNANCE

L

EAD IS OVERSEEN BY A
D E D I C AT E D G O V E R N I N G B O A R D
that provides support, guidance and strategic
directions. Directors of our Board come from a cross-section
of stakeholders, including Family Services, TAFE, Not-for-Profit
organisations that support children, young people and families
and Disability Support Services.
Each Director brings a unique set of skills and experience
that brings high level expertise to our Board. The Board has a
strong focus on financial sustainability, contract compliance,
risk management and innovation.
The Board of Directors work to develop and implement the
Strategic Plan, and through our Annual Report and public
communications provide feedback and analysis against
progress towards targets.
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Strategic Directions

1

DEFINE
OUR
NICHE

2

Increase
geographic
reach

“The go-to place for everything TEI.”
Since 1984 we have demonstrated our ability
to quickly respond to the emerging needs of
service providers and their staff. To support the

We have a proud history of providing high
quality evidence-based workshops facilitated
by subject matter experts. The recent increase
in demand for online options has been met

implementation of the Targeted Earlier Intervention
(TEI) Program by our funding body, the Department
of Community and Justice (DCJ) we have increased
our scope. As well as providing specialised
Professional Development for workers, we also offer
a range of bespoke organisational capacity building
services, including developing Program Logics,
DEX implementation, Corporate Governance,
Workforce Development, Policy Development
and Mentoring. LEAD facilitates improved
communication and collaboration amongst SPs
so they can provide more flexible service delivery
designed to holistically meet client needs. For
organisations and individuals LEAD offers a ‘onestop-shop’ for everything related to TEI.

with our development of live zoom sessions
and on-demand eLearning Courses. As
a result, we are now able to provide our
specialised, cost-effective and accessible
professional development offerings regardless
of location. Increasing our profile across TEI
providers in NSW will open new markets for
our products and services.
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3

Acquire
DGR/PBI
status

4

Increase
non-DCJ
revenue

Although LEAD is a not-for-profit incorporated
association and registered as a charity, we do
not have Deductible Gift Recipient or Public
Benevolent Institution status. This is a significant

Approximately 80% of LEAD’s revenue is
sourced through contract held with DCJ. Whilst
we are proud of our 37 year history with our
funding body, we recognise the benefits that

barrier that prevents us seeking most of the
alternate funding options via Grants & Tenders.
In addition, having DGR/PBI status will enable us
to have access to more favourable procurement
prices and offer our staff significant advantages
through salary packaging.

having alternate revenue stream will bring to
our organisation. The success of the first three
Strategic Directions and their priorities stand on
the strength of LEAD as an organisation. Our
organisational systems, processes and governance
must be robust, our values, principles, behaviours
and reputation be above reproach and our people
skilled and equipped. This will ensure that we
are well positioned to support individuals and
organisations to achieve their outcomes.
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CORE FOCUS AREAS

A

Retain DCJ contracts
through compliance and
meeting all requirements

B

AND PRIORITY
POINTS

Remain financially
viable by meeting
all budget targets

1

Ensure all Milestones specified in our HSA
are achieved by the due date

1

Proactively implement strategies to
ensure revenue targets are met

2

Ensure all deliverable outputs specified in
Table 2 of our HSA are achieved

2

Control and monitor expenditure and
adhere to our Procurement Policy

3

Imbed an ‘outcome focused’ work place culture that
aligns with the tenets of the TEI Program

3

Ensure monthly financial reports are
accurate, interpreted and timely

4

Proactively seek ‘value-add’ services and resources to
enhance our reputation as innovative, agile & flexible

4

Resource and implement revenue
generating strategies

5

Maintain and nurture effective relationships
with DCJ staff at multiple levels

5

Proactively seek grants and funding
opportunities that align with our core
business activities

LEAD PDA
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D

Proactively engage
First Nations
people, organisations & communities

1

Imbed policies, procedures, processes
and workplace culture that effectively
supports our Aboriginal staff

2

Engage actively and regularly with Aboriginal
families and communities to enhance LEAD’s
understanding and thus promote what is
important to Aboriginal families, to the
broader community

3

Build mutually beneficial relationships
with local TEI funded Aboriginal
organisations across our district

4

Develop the efficacy and
value of our Aboriginal Workforce
Development Program

E

ongoing
succession
planning

Continue to
build Brand
awareness

1

Implement and monitor succession
planning processes that will ensure
LEAD’s ongoing success

1

Increase membership through
value-add benefits and effective
marketing strategies

2

Proactively provide opportunities
for the Professional Development
of LEAD staff

2

Develop, maintain and resource
a Member’s only portal

3

Support LEAD’s Board with access
to Professional Development,
orientation, and sector updates

3

Develop and maintain networks
through the Linker Network and
other LEAD initiatives

4

Encourage high retention rate
of staff through above award
conditions and a supportive, family
friendly workplace culture

4

Encourage all staff to build in
‘membership opportunities’ in all
interactions with service providers

5

Maintain a presence at
interagency and stakeholder
meetings
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MEASURING SUCCESS
The following five pillars of
success will indicate IF and how
well we are achieving results

1
DCJ Contract
Still valid with no reports of
non-compliance. Positive
written feedback from
Commissioning & Planning
Officer at each quarterly
contract meeting. Innovative
projects outside of contract
are supported by DCJ and
implemented.

2
FINANCES
Revenue targets are
achieved, expenditure
does not exceed budgeted
projection. Bi-monthly
Financial Ratios, including
Reserve to Expenditure,
Working Capital Ratio and
Cash Reserves are presented
and analysed by the Board.

3
FIRST NATIONS
Our Reconciliation Action
Plan is implemented and
externally reviewed by
Reconciliation Australia.
Feedback from our
Aboriginal Workforce
Development Program
reflects a positive impact.
Staff Performance Reviews
rate ‘Employer Satisfaction’
as high.

4
SUCCESSION
All staff have individual
Professional Development
Plans in place, which
offer formal and on-job
opportunities to develop
their skills and experiences,
including formal and
informal training in
leadership and supervisory
skills is made available.
All staff have one on one
meetings with their Manger
each month. Mentoring and
coaching session are held
regularly with all Managers.

5
LEAD BRAND
The number of members
increases, and the
geographic spread of our
members outside of our DCJ
contact area is more diverse.
Our suite of ‘Members
Only” offerings is valued
and reflected in membership
renewals. New members
exceed discontinued
members each year.

PROUDLY FUNDED BY

Suite 10, 197 Prospect Highway,
Seven Hills NSW 2147
PO BOX 390, Seven Hills NSW 1730
P 02 9620 6172
F 02 9620 6173
W www.leadpda.org.au
E info@leadpda.org.au

